Mike Cairney - Managing Partner
Mike has worked as a professional Project Manager for over 35 years;
more than 15 of which have been based in the Middle East.
In 2015 Mike set up PMKConsult with partner Kevin Woolley. The brand
recognition in the UAE marketplace has been phenomenal and
PMKConsult is currently working on some of the most prestigious new
projects being developed right now. ‘This a real is real testament to
how our employees have supported our clients and we have gained a
formidable reputation for delivery of projects’.
Projects undertaken since the formation of PMK include: Managing the
design of a new 3 star branded Hotel chain in Dubai, the ongoing PMC
services surrounding the new HQ Building for flydubai and representation
on a number of legacy Claims/Litigation as an Expert Witness for UAE
clients.
As a strong believer in ’you get out of projects what you put into them’
Mike is an inspirational Director of Projects and a highly respected client
representative - known for his ability to lead teams. His technical
knowledge is highly respected, reflecting his extensive career and
experience. He is a Chartered Director of the Institute of Directors.
‘As one of the owners of the business I get greatest pleasure in seeing
the growth of the PMKConsult family. As a company we are celebrating
a maturity in the business, with a committed and talent team as we
enter our 4th year’.

Mike Cairney
BSc FAPM MICE C.DIR
I am always up for a round of
golf when time permits, and,
still a scratch bowler in a
tenpin bowling alley.
I held the Guinness world record
for Domino Toppling in the years
1984/5 setting up 163,713 units
that fell over from a single push
(it took 14 days to set up and
over 44 minutes to fall over).

Since 2009, Mike has been based in Abu Dhabi working on major
developments such as: The Hazza Bin Nahyan Football Stadium in
Al Ain, the Landmark Tower in Abu Dhabi and the New Souk at
Central Market (now WTC) in the centre of the town.
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